Pangiam Government Solutions
Linkware is now Pangiam Government Solutions
For 15 years, Linkware has been dedicated to developing, delivering and managing the
IT systems used to support U.S. Customs and Border Protection’s (CBP) traveler identity
verification efforts, requirements borne from the 9/11 Commission Report.
Now, as a Pangiam company, Linkware will be known as Pangiam Government Solutions,
and we will continue to offer our proven expertise along with a greater variety of products
and solutions to national defense agencies and the broader federal market — all those
interested in coupling identity verification capabilities with security and screening, law
enforcement efforts, or citizen services.
Regardless of the initiative, agencies can benefit from our unmatched knowledge
and leadership in facial recognition and biometrics, DevSecOps delivery for essential
government systems, and use of big data to solve mission-critical challenges. Additionally,
we support an entirely different cost model, enabling agencies to transition from capital
expenses (CapEx) to operating expenses (OpEx). That means you can deploy solutions and
services in days or weeks, rather than the years it typically takes to invest in, build and
staff such programs. And our solutions are easy to scale cost-effectively, making them
sustainable for the long term.

Key Systems and Capabilities
•

•
•

•

Biometric Matching and Verification
o Senior expertise in traveler manifest systems and data sources from
airlines, U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Department of State, and
U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
o Global Entry, Preclearance, Simplified Arrival
o Investigative case management systems
o CBP Cloud and CBP Intelligence Enterprise
Digital Modernization Technologies and Methodologies
o DevSecOps, micro services, and UI/UX
Managing and Transforming Data at Scale
o Search, Facial Recognition, Vetting
o Advanced Analytics, Visualization
o Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning
o Predictive Modeling, Advanced Analytics
Enterprise Architecture, Systems Development and Integration
o Native Cloud and Cloud Migration Services
o Cloud App Development
o Software and Mobile Solutions

Streamline the Safe and Authorized Passage of People
Access control isn’t limited to cybersecurity. With Pangiam Government Solutions, you can
streamline and secure access to buildings, facilities, venues, airports, airlines — anywhere
you need to monitor and authorize the passage of people.
Pangiam Government Solutions products are modular and can be purchased individually or as
comprehensive solutions to improve and secure access control in a wide variety of settings:
•

Pangiam Beacon – Our simple application provides visitors or guests with a
convenient way to enroll in biometric matching and identity verification services –
from their home, on the road or at the onsite venue. This app can be standalone or
integrated into your existing web presence, and works with iPhone or Android phones
and tablets.

•

Pangiam VeriScan – Our industry-leading facial recognition camera takes a guest’s
photograph in real time and transmits them securely to the biometric matching service
– for convenient, fast identity verification.

•

Pangiam Trueface – Our facial recognition software uses photos and videos taken
in real time and performs a one-to-many (1:N) or one-to-one (1-1) match against
a temporary gallery of client images—delivering a safer, smoother and more
efficient identity verification process. Offered as an on-premise deployment, mobile
deployment or cloud-based Software as a Service (SaaS) product, Pangiam Trueface is
versatile to meet a variety of needs and requirements.

About Pangiam Government Solutions
Pangiam Government Solutions is dedicated to serving the global public sector market.
Pangiam Government Solutions offers both off-the-shelf products through federally
approved procurement channels, as well as the ability to collaborate with customers to
reimagine their identity verification processes and experiences. In those cases, Pangiam
Government Solutions can design, implement and operate all aspects of a proposed
solution, serving as a managed service provider and leveraging the capabilities of our
extensive suite of products.
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